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As we finish 2018 and begin our 2019 season, it is important to remember the end of
year reporting for our regulatory agencies. The USFW annual report was due on January 31 for rehabilitators and educators that are permitted for avian species. The
Division of Wildlife rehabilitation and education annual report is due on March 15.
Wildlife Rehabilitation Permit Annual Report
Wild Animal Permit Educational Permit Annual Report
MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR WILDLIFE REHABILITATION IN OHIO
For questions regarding permitting or reporting questions, please contact Melissa
Moser , Permit Coordinator ODNR Division of Wildlife at permits@dnr.state.oh.us.

Example for Wildlife Rehabilitation Intake Form
The Division of Wildlife collaborated with several wildlife rehabilitators to create an
example form for wildlife patient intakes. This example can be used as a guide for
intake forms. The required minimum information needed for admitting patient for
rehabilitation is:
Required Information:

plicable
WILDLIFE REHABILITATION INTAKE SHEET

Work Place Giving
Funding received through Earth Share, through its workplace giving program, helps
in ways such as reducing conference costs for our members and bringing in quality
speakers for the conference. If you would like to have the opportunity to involve
your workplace in environmental giving, please contact Becky Crow at (937) 698-6493 or email her at
vicepresident@owra.org.

The mission of OWRA is to promote wildlife conservation by providing resources to wildlife rehabilitators, educators and the public.
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OWRA BOARD
If you have any questions, comments, or concerns, contact an
OWRA board member.

President’s Message
Dear OWRA Members,

The first months of the new year are often filled with optimistic expectations
and fresh ideas for betterment. As wildlife rehabilitators, our annual reports
Cindy Alverson, Membership-District5 are submitted, and our focus eagerly shifts towards the anticipation of what
RAPTOR, Inc.
can be improved upon in the year to come. The Ohio Wildlife Rehabilitators
961 Barg Salt Run Rd.
Association also welcomes the inspiration a new year brings to encourage its
Milford, OH 45150
members and all state-wide rehabilitators and nature educators to strive for
(513) 509-2469 (w)
a future of continued successes.
Email: membership@owra.org
Kristen Beck, President—District 3
Clover Field Wildlife Care
7221 Elmhurst Ave NW
North Canton, OH 44720
(330) 499-5788 (h)
Email: resident@owra.org
Laura Collins—District 5
2759 Wood Rd.
Lebanon, OH 45036
(440) 725-0854 (c)
Email: lcollins@owra.org
Becky Crow, Vice President—District5
Brukner Nature Center
5995 Horseshoe Bend Rd
Troy, OH 45373
(937) 698-6493 (w)
Email: vicepresident@owra.org
Sharon Doerge—District 3
19483 Beach Cliff Blvc.
Rocky River Ohio 44116
(440) 331-0357
Email: sdoerge@owra.org
Gwen Hoogendoorn—District 1
13963 Chambers Road
Sunbury, Ohio 43074
614-206-1246
Email: ghoogendoorn@owra.org
Manon VanSchoyck—District 1
Ohio Nature Education
4782 Riley Rd
Johnstown, OH 43031
(740) 967-8320 (w)
Email: conference@owra.org
Judith Vaughn, Secretary—District 1
Crows Hollow Wildlife Center
19230 State Route 739
Richwood, OH 43340
(614) 535-6441 ©
Email: jvaughn@owra.org

A foundation is always a good place to begin when starting anew. Both
IWRC and NWRA have implemented an 11-point CODE OF ETHICS to
assure that professionalism is upheld in the field of wildlife rehabilitation.
Recently, OWRA and ODW agreed that Ohio should, too. A code of ethics is
a solid reminder that certain standards must be upheld in relation to conduct and behavior. It also establishes standards which holds us all accountable. For me, the well thought out points are good reminders that I am a part
of something bigger, and that what I do affects all.
1. A wildlife rehabilitator should strive to achieve high standards of
animal care through knowledge and an understanding of the field.
Continuing efforts must be made to keep informed of current rehabilitation information, methods, and regulations.
6. A wildlife rehabilitator should respect other rehabilitators and
persons in related fields, sharing skills and knowledge in the spirit of
cooperation for the welfare of animals
11. A wildlife rehabilitator should conduct all business, activities,
and communications in a professional manner, with honesty, integrity, compassion, and commitment, realizing that an individual's conduct reflects on the entire field of wildlife rehabilitation.
With our continuing efforts to provide outstanding educational opportunities
for Ohio’s rehabilitators and nature educators, the annual conference slated
for November 1-3, 2019 will be held at a new venue this year. Be sure to
“Save the Date”! Our conference co-chairman, Manon Van Schoyck and
Gwen Hoogendoorn, have already secured speakers, veterinarians, and topic
-specific presenters for the event. Thank you, ladies!
Change is an inevitable part of a working board of trustees, and OWRA’s
board is no exception. Our wonderful treasurer of ten years, Ted Thompson,
and an invaluable cornerstone to the organization, Barbara Ray, have decided to step down from the board. Their years of service and dedication to the
organization are immeasurable and no amount of thanks could convey the
importance of their duties and the expanse of their contributions. While both
are remaining active in non-board member leadership roles, we wish them
only the best as they pursue other interests in what life has to offer. Please
welcome new OWRA board members Gwen Hoogendoorn and Sharon Doerge! Both Gwen and Sharon have served as volunteers for OWRA for several years and each brings a unique dynamic to the board. Glad to have you
both! We also wish nothing but the very best for another outstanding board
member who welcomed her first-born this past year! Our congratulations
and best wishes go out to Amy LeMonds!
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Schedule Your Own OWRA Workshop
Today!

We appreciate Amy’s years of dedication and service to
OWRA and we look forward to the possibility of her reOWRA offers two workshops open to both members and
turn some day.
non-members. Introduction to Wildlife Rehabilitation
For the past several years, Division of Wildlife has pro- (IWR) is an 8-hour course provided by OWRA. See bemoted their “Keep It Wild” campaign to aid in the pre- low for more details and upcoming scheduled dates.
vention of illegal and unmindful removal of native ani- Our Rabies Vector Species (RVS) training is a 4-hour
mals from the wild by the public. This year, Eastern Box class and approved by the Ohio Division of Wildlife.
Turtles are the focus of the campaign. Wildlife rehabilita- This workshop, or equivalent, is required by ODW in
tors are in a unique position to educate the public be- order to accept rabies vector species. Topics covered
cause of the volume of phone calls and intakes dealt with include: rabies overview, protocols, testing consideraeach day. Every conversation becomes an opportunity to tions/requirements, hygiene & disinfecting recommeninstill information regarding natural history and Ohio dations, and more!! These workshops are scheduled
law. Please take time to promote the message behind this upon the request of groups of 8 or more OR on an as
effort and help protect our native turtles from unneces- need basis in districts that have had multiple inquiries
and requests from individuals. OWRA seeks classroom
sary intervention.
space that can accommodate a minimum of 25 individuals. For additional details or to request a workshop
Thank YOU for all you do for Ohio’s wildlife!
contact the following:
Here’s to another year of making a difference.
Introduction to Wildlife Rehabilitation: Kristen Beck,
iwr@owra.org

Kristen Beck
OWRA President
For more information regarding
Wildlife Rehabilitators Code of Ethics
please visit:
nwrawildlife.org

Rabies Vector Species Training: Barbara Ray,
education@owra.org

Upcoming OWRA Workshops
Introduction to Wildlife Rehabilitation (IWR) is an 8-hour course provided by OWRA. It is approved by the Ohio
Division of Wildlife and fulfills the requirement for obtaining a Category 1 Wildlife Rehabilitation Permit. IWR
covers topics regarding regulations, answering wildlife calls, hygiene, intake and evaluation, and the basic care of
Category I species.
Date:

March 31, 2019

April 6, 2019

Time:

9:00a-5:00p

9:00a-5:00p

Location:

Hocking College (District 4)

Hiram University (District 3)

Address

3301 Hocking Parkway
Nelsonville Ohio 45764

11715 State Route 700
44234

Registration, including on-line payment, will open by mid-February at
www.owra.org/events
For questions regarding Introduction to Wildlife Rehabilitation: Kristen Beck,
iwr@owra.org
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Wildlife rehabilitators strive to provide the best for animals in their care. District 3 resident Kim
Hinkle and her husband, Bob, have devised the pinnacle of housing for their Southern Flying Squirrels.
Flyers, as Kim refers to her squirrels, have long been a favorite to rehab. While readying these nocturnal squirrels
for release, Kim wanted to find the best type of release box to ensure survival. Many people use the standard bluebird box with a single entrance hole in the front. Research led to a nest box design created by a flying squirrel
enthusiast from Southern USA who wanted to protect the little squirrels from a number of predators.
Depending on where you live, sleeping flyers are prey to a variety of tree climbing animals here in Ohio, including
black snakes. When this type of predator is able to enter a bluebird box, there is no escape route for the residing
squirrels. Thus, a multi-level condominium with two holes for entrance/escape and a safe sleeping area was developed and modified to provide a safer nest box and release box for the flyers. The “condo” has three levels. Top, with
an entrance hole and a shelf within, that has a 1 1/4” half circle cut into the far corner on the opposite side down
onto the middle shelf. The middle shelf with no outside entrance or exit (usually the sleeping quarters), but another 1 1/4” half circle cut through it below the top shelf to allow access to the bottom shelf, which has another exit/
entrance hole to the outside. Thus, the squirrels can climb easily from one level to the next. The three compartments allow for a safe sleeping area away from predators and weather and two other compartments to choose from
for additional food storage and a latrine. This design should also have metal predator guards at each entrance.
Bob Hinkle, retired Chief Naturalist at Cleveland Metroparks, creates condos using cedar or pine (which holds up
well in the weather and is less expensive) to make the new boxes. The length of the box can be varied according to
need.
A 15 degree slanted roof is the only piece that is both screwed and glued on and extends approximately two inches
beyond the top of the box on three sides. This helps to protect the entrance hole from rain, water drips, and critter
paws. The roof is also “roughed up” to reduce slipping when the squirrels are sitting on top of the condominium,
especially if it is wet. (Pine is more slippery than cedar.) All outdoor surface sides are also rough sanded or lightly
grooved with a Dremel tool to give the squirrels a good grip when landing or climbing.
The front panel of the box can be secured with 2 side hinges and a hook and eye closure while in captivity and then
permanently screwed closed when the squirrels are being released. The temporary closer allows the rehabber to
easily check on the squirrels and clean the box.
Another modification created by the Hinkles is an inch lip of wood that sits on the top front of each shelf behind
the door. This proves valuable when checking on the squirrels by helping to keep the nest material from sliding out
when the door is opened. (The entire compartment may become filled with nesting material and squirrels. Because
there is a lip in front of each shelf the nesting material is more easily kept in place with your hand as you open the
door.)
The back panel of the condo is cut 16” longer than the other sides. The extra board length allows 8” above and 8”
below the box for mounting. Three pre-drilled mounting holes are made for screwing the box to the tree. Four inch
deck screws are recommended to ensure strength and stability.
According to the Ohio Division of Wildlife, Southern flying squirrels are
the most commonly found squirrel in Ohio, but seldom seen. They communicate by audible and inaudible ultrasonic sounds. This squirrel is
highly social and will frequently colonize in large numbers during the
cold months to conserve their heat energy.
Kim presented a program on flying squirrels at the annual OWRA conference several years ago. Kim says she is retired, but we all know there is no
such word in the rehab dictionary. For questions regarding the flying
squirrel condo you can contact Kim through the members’ directory.
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Animal Placement and Updates
Animal Placement Service
OWRA offers its membership a service to help place non-releasable animals and to locate suitable candidates for
education/display. To place an animal in the placement service, request a species, or for more information about
the service, contact Cindy Alverson at: animalplacement@owra.org or (513) 509-2469 or write: 961 Barg Salt Run
Rd, Milford, OH 45150.
You can find the Placement Service listings on the OWRA website at
www.owra.org/placement.

Animals Needing Placement

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Woodland Box Turtles-7
Red/Silver Fox
Midland Painted Turtle
Common Snapping Turtle
Great Horned Owl
Red–tailed Hawk (3)
Barred Owl
Raccoon (friendly)
Turkey Vulture (2-young)
Bald Eagle (adult, female)

Animals Successfully Placed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Virginia Opossum (16)
Barred Owl (5)
Peregrine Falcon (7)
Turkey Vulture (8)
Red-tailed Hawk (10)
Red-shouldered Hawk (8)
Broad-winged Hawk (3)
Great Horned Owl (5)
Big Brown Bat (19)
Northern Longed Eared Bat
Mallard
Eastern Fox Squirrel (3)
American Kestrel (15)
Eastern Screech-owl (28)

Animals Wanted

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Kestrel (3)
Eastern Screech-owl (2)
Long-eared Owl (2)
Saw-whet Owl (4)
Short-eared Owl (2)
Snowy Owl (5)
Barn Owl
Bats (flighted)
Grey Fox (2)
Songbirds/Passerines
American Crow (2)
Northern Harrier
Red-shouldered Hawk
Rough-legged Hawk
Cooper’s Hawk
Belted Kingfisher

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cedar Waxwing
Southern Flying Squirrel (4)
American Robin
Mink (3)
Northern Cardinal (2)
Woodchuck
Saw-whet Owl (2)
American Goldfinch
Lincoln’s Sparrow
Bald Eagle (6)
Bobcat
Barn Owl
Snowy Owl (2)
Large Mouth Bass
Snapping Turtle (4)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Coot
Cranes and Herons
Bitterns (American and Least)
Amphibians: Salamander
American Toad
Gray Rat Snake (2)
Corn and Brown Snake
Woodchuck
Bobcat
Skunk
Squirrels:
Fox and Southern Flying

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Midland Painted Turtle (4)
Woodland Box Turtle (9)
Canada Goose (2)
American Crow (5)
Red Fox (2)
Purple Martin
Wood Duck
Raccoon
Green Heron
Ruby-throatedHummingbird (2)
Northern Bobwhite Quail
Wild Turkey
Black Vulture
Sandhill Crane
Musk Turtle (2)
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Everything You Wanted To Know About Woodland Box Turtles
(But Were Afraid To Ask)
By Sharon Doerge
Woodland box turtles (Terrapene carolina carolina) are one of 12 native Ohio turtle species. They are considered
the most terrestrial of the turtle group found in our state. Woodland box turtles are slow maturing and can reach
50-100 years of age in the correct environment.
The woodland box turtle population is rapidly declining; car hits, farm machinery, habitat loss, predator attacks
and human intervention all contribute to their early demise. They are often illegally taken out of the wild to be
kept as household pets. Their needs in captivity, like all wild animals, are complex and diverse. Health complications rapidly follow when proper conditions are lacking.
In a rehab situation, the Ohio Division of Wildlife requires these animals be returned to their original location
within 30 days (written authorization required from the chief of the Division of Wildlife if kept longer). Documentation of the specific location of capture is critical. Each turtle has a mental map to instinctually find his home territory and will travel endlessly for weeks to return to its original home range. Size of the home range can be as
small as 750 square feet or at most several acres. It is imperative the turtle be released in the same area in which
it was found to minimize injury to the animal and prevent the spread of disease. If the animal is not deemed suitable for release a permit is required to keep the turtle as an ambassador animal.
Kimberly Brown is passionate and knowledgeable about turtles. She has extensive experience with turtle rehabilitation. Unfortunately, some of her expertise is due to people dropping off turtles at nature centers. When they realize the time, effort, money and long-term care involving the turtle it becomes a discarded pet. Metabolic Bone Disease (MBD) is often a result of neglect by pet owners who have removed a turtle from its natural surroundings.
MBD affects the skeletal system (claws, beak, appendages, & shell) which grow improperly due to a lack of sunlight and healthy diet. The turtle’s shell becomes stunted and considerably smaller than its body; the hinged shell
cannot close correctly around the head and legs leaving the turtle exposed to predators and weather conditions.
While box turtles are omnivores, their first year of life is predominantly filled with protein. In a natural habitat
they feed on slugs, worms, flies, and pill bugs. This accompanies vegetation as they mature. In a captive environment Kimberly recommends a daily variety of fruits and vegetables on a dish. She compares turtles to young children who may want to eat sweet foods before their vegetables. If turtles are picky about eating vegetables, mashed
up banana, combined with the vegetables, will entice eating. Calcium is an important component of proper turtle
diet. Leaf vegetables that offer calcium include kale, dandelion leaves, and collard greens. Additional foods box turtles enjoy are cucumbers, grapes, berries and apples. Denser foods like carrots and sweet potatoes can be grated or
cut into smaller chunks. Chunkier foods help the turtles with enrichment as they are more difficult to chew. Protein can be offered every third feeding - night crawlers, crickets, or in a pinch a chunk of scrambled or hard boiled
egg. Kimberly credits Harriet Forrester, a turtle advocate, with comprehensive information regarding the care of
turtles. When asked at a conference about the use of mealworms in the diet Ms. Forrester explained that mealworms are high in phosphorus which will contribute to depletion of calcium in the animal. Mealworms can be used
as an occasional treat, but should be first dusted with a calcium supplement.
Kimberly offers suggestions for permitted ambassador turtles according to the season. During winter and early
spring turtles can be kept in individual large rubber tubs. Separate containers avert diseases and procreation.
Glass enclosures should never be used as turtles do not understand the concept of translucent sides. They will continually scratch at the glass to escape and thus become stressed. Kimberly’s first choice of a substrate is leaf litter
as this provides moisture and an area to dig along with its own natural ecosystem of insects. Lighting is crucial for
the turtles, not only for warmth, but also for UVB exposure. The UVB lighting provides the turtles with Vitamin D
to promote the production of calcium. Kimberly uses a domed light fixture with a ceramic base to withstand the 75100 watt bulb. Timers are set for the same intervals each day - on at 8 a.m. and off at 8 p.m. thus keeping the turtles on a structured eating, activity, and sleep schedule. UVB lighting is provided for the entire enclosure, however
one side will remain slightly cooler. Optimal temperature for the warmer side of the enclosure should be 76-80 degrees while the cooler side at 68-72 degrees. Referring back to Harriet Forrester, Kimberly learned that heating
pads are not used in general housing unless the turtle is in critical care. Box turtles dig down for cooling areas and
dig up for warmth, thus a heating pad would be confusing for healthy animals. A bowl filled with a small amount
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of water is provided for soaking and drinking. Woodland box turtles are not swimmers (they will drown in deep
water) and prefer to soak in shallow water.
To add humidity, another important component of appropriate turtle care, Kimberly offers the idea of using a plastic pump sprayer (available at hardware stores) to mist the entire cage two to three times a week. Three to four
times a week turtles can be given an individualized shallow bath in a stationary tub. This bath mimics the small
flowing creeks or streams that eastern box turtles encounter in their environment. Turtles will be content to soak
in water that reaches to the middle part of the shell. Rain water can be collected during the warmer months to use
for the soaking and water bowls. Spa day can include a nail & beak trim when needed along with a gentle massage
using coconut oil. Once the turtle is dry from the bath, coconut oil is applied to the legs and shell.
As the seasons change and warmer weather prevails Kimberly suggests that turtles can be moved to outside enclosures she calls turtle tables. Turtle tables can be built utilizing untreated wood and a hardware cloth base to prevent predator attacks. Lids can also be constructed from framed hardware cloth and hook locks for added protection. These pens, with a leaf litter base, ideally would be placed under bushes exposing the turtles to both natural
sunlight and shade. Woodland box turtles are not baskers as opposed to water turtles; the leaf litter will allow
these land dwellers to dig down to cooler surroundings on hot summer days. Strawberry and tomato plants can be
seeded to encourage free range grazing, just as the turtles would experience in the wild.
One of the more poignant memories of rehabilitation is the story of a western box turtle. After being taken from
the wild and illegally kept for 13 years he developed MBD. A horrific part of this story was the captors’ definition
of hibernation: simply shutting the turtle into a room for several months with no preparation time (temperature &
food adjustments). Under Kimberly’s watchful eye, the turtle was exposed to his first nightcrawler. With a catch in
her voice, she recalls her observation of this once mistreated animal and his absolute delight with the worm.
Kimberly says she loves sharing ideas about turtles to help them live healthy lives. “I would never consider myself
an expert. Those of us that are animal care givers and lovers are always evolving and learning new information on
them.” A simple turtle tip: if you find a turtle crossing the road, help the turtle by moving him away from traffic.
However, the turtle must be placed safely in the same direction toward which he was traveling.
Kimberly Brown resides in District 3. In 2010 and 2011 she presented programs on turtle diet and husbandry at the
OWRA conferences. She has also taught at Beech Creek Botanical Garden and educates the staff on Ohio native animals found in their area. Another topic she shares willingly is how to set up backyard habitats for turtles, toads,
and other wildlife. In the past Kimberly has worked with the Stark County Park’s Wildlife Conservation Center and
currently is a sub-permittee with Cloverfield Wildlife Care.
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Emergent Diseases
Snake Fungal Disease
At the 75th MidWest Fish and
Wildlife Conference there was a
session about an emergent disease
similar to White Nose Fungus in
some reptile populations. The Epidemiology of Snake Fungal Disease in Eastern Massasaugas over
the last 10 years. “Snake fungal
disease (SFD), caused by the fungus Ophidiomyces ophiodiicola,
emerged as a wildlife disease
threat over the last 10 years and
specifically may threaten the conservation many of our species of
concern reptiles including Copperheads, Rat Snakes, Water Snakes
and the Eastern Massasaugas.
“What does an infected snake look
like? Affected snakes may have
swelling, crusty scabs, or open
wounds on the skin. In pit vipers
the signs are most severe on the
head, although any area of the

skin can be affected. Some snakes
only show subtle signs, such as
swelling in the area in front of the
eye, thickened skin on the snout,
abnormal scales, or small bumps
under the skin. Snakes often appear most severely affected when
they emerge from hibernation and
may improve in appearance over
the summer months, although this
is not always the case. It is not
known if the condition commonly
referred to as “hibernation blisters”
is related to fungal infection or
SFD.”
For more information regarding
SFD please visit the following resources: The Epidemiology of Snake
Fungal Disease in Eastern Massasaugas over the last 10 years

Pictured: Example of SFD

Snake Fungal Disease: Commonly Asked Questions

Tips on How to Start a 501(3)c
Nonprofit
To be tax-exempt under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, an organization must be organized and
operated exclusively for exempt purposes set forth in section 501(c)(3), and none of its earnings may inure to any
private shareholder or individual. In addition, it may not be an action organization, i.e., it may not attempt to influence legislation as a substantial part of its activities and it may not participate in any campaign activity for or
against political candidates.
Step 1. Establish a Nonprofit Corporation
Step 2. Obtain IRS 501(c)(3) Status
Step 3. State Compliance Issues
Resource: Applying for Tax Exempt Status
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OWRA Membership
Benefits

Save the Date:
27th Annual OWRA Conference
OWRA is pleased to announce that our 27th Annual Conference will be November 1-3, 2019.
The Conference has a new date and venue at the Marriott
Northwest in Columbus. Our banquet speaker will be Dr.
Bernard Masters and will be highlighting “Finding the
Rarest Birds in the World.” Dr. Masters has a life list consisting of 8,000 birds. Dr. Julia Whittington will be our visiting veterinarian. As always, this once a year opportunity is
sure to provide you with up to date knowledge and skills,
networking with other wildlife rehabilitators, and a fun
weekend in the process. The conference will feature more
than 30 presentations, several workshops, and much more!
Visit owra.org for additional details starting in
September 2019.

Call for Papers
We are currently looking for speakers and topics that will
assist rehabilitators, educators, and individuals in the animal care field.
Contact the conference committee
at conference@owra.org to submit your suggestions for
potential speakers or topics you want to learn more about at
our upcoming conference.

•

Supporting OWRA’s mission

•

Priority registration on workshops
with limited space. You’ll never lose
your space!

•

Discounted rates on special workshops, training and our Annual Conference!

•

Access to our online community.
Gain access to our membership directory, receive email notifications, the members only discussion board and more!

•

Animal placement services offers
you the opportunity to locate and/or
place a permanent resident for education purposes.

• Grant opportunities. Who can pass
up “free” money!! Grants are available for
workshops & conferences.

“Thank you for supporting OWRA with your
annual membership.”

OWRA Educational Grant
Information & Application
Annual Conference and Pre-Conference Workshop Grants
• Funding up to $300 to attend OWRA's Annual Conference, pre-conference workshops, and hotel accommodations.
• Available to members and nonmembers.
• Application submission for Annual Conference funding: August 15 - September 15th. Recipients
will be notified by October 1st

Outside Conference and Seminar Grants for OWRA Members
•
•

Funding up to $200 for outside conferences and seminars pertaining to wildlife rehabilitation and education.
Application must be received 30 days prior to event.
For more information or questions about OWRA's grants, please email the grant coordinator
at grants@owra.org.
Or visit owra.org

